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5 FEMALE ARTISTS YOU'RE GOING TO WANT TO CHECK OUT THIS FALL

In a patriarchy-rigged world, women rarely have it easy—and this is doubly true in the art world, where making a name for yourself is about as easy as anticipating the oncoming apocalypse. Which is why, when a female artist does get the attention she deserves, we make sure to endorse her in any way possible; much like the vaquita, you can never be sure when (if ever) a new female artist will pop up. So do yourselves a favor and get to know the five female artists below, whose solo art exhibitions are must-sees—if not to observe what extraordinary talent looks like, then to give a big “fuck you” to the patriarchy.
2. Jessica Stockholder

**What:** *The Guests All Crowded into the Dining Room*

**Where:** Mitchell-Innes & Nash, 534 West 26th Street, New York, NY

**When:** September 21st – October 1st

In her third solo exhibition at the Mitchell-Innes & Nash gallery, Stockholder presents a multitude of studio pieces as well as a single “large-scale site-responsive installation.” By way of both found and bought materials, Stockholder reimagines the use and positioning of common objects in various bright colored displays. Think random, seemingly uninteresting items, like metal parts and yellow plastic pieces, curiously assembled to create a work that re-examines the relationship between materials.